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There is nothing so practical as a good 
theory.

Kurt Lewin

Education, therefore, is a process of living 
and not a preparation for future living.

John Dewey



Rigor vs. Relevance

• Gordon Howell Report (1959)
– Need to become more rigorous like social sciences

– Introduce more theoretical approaches to study of 
business & management.

• However, business & management practical 
discipline.
– Needs to be relevant to people in the field.

• Creates “double hurdles” (e.g., Hodgkinson & 
Starkey, 2011; Pearce & Huang, 2012; Pettigrew, 
2001) for academics to achieve.



What is theory?

• Framework for explaining empirical 
phenomenon. (Bacharach, 1989)

• 4 essential elements (Whetten, 1989)

1. What (Description)

2. How (Description)

3. Why (Explanation)

4. Who, where, when (Boundary Conditions)



Why theory?

• Suddaby (2014) argues for a number of 
reasons.

– Knowledge accumulation (Empiricists)

– Knowledge abstraction (Rationalists)

– Normative (New Reality)

– Legitimation 

• Concerned “about the lack of reflexivity with 
theory in our profession” (409).



Some Types of Theories

• Bad theories (Goshal 2005)

– “Our theories have done much to strengthen the 
management practices that we are all now so 
loudly condemning”(75)

– “Practical men, who believe themselves to be 
quite exempt from any intellectual influences are 
usually the slaves of some defunct economist” 
(Keynes 1953: 306).

– Argues for theories that contribute to “delightful 
organizations” (Bennis 2000). 



Types of Theories

• Impractical theories (Donaldson 2002)

– Argues that many management theories are 
“incompatible” with management education. 

– Argues for theories that are “managerially useful” 
and improve managerial practice.



Why do we currently teach theory?

• Legitimation 

– To demonstrate competence & mastery over area.

– To provide a framework for learning.

• Knowledge accumulation

To provide “value” to students.



How do we currently teach theory?

• Direct Learning

– Traditional forms of education.

– “Fixes the attention of pupils upon the demands 
which teacher and textbook make, instead of the 
demands of the subject matter, moving in the 
medium of individual thought and endeavor” 
(Dewey MW 3)



How do we currently teach theory?

• Indirect Learning

– Learning through experience.

– “The only final educative force in the world is 
participation in the realities of life and that these 
realities are inherently moral in effect” (Dewey 
MW 3).



Clearing “double hurdles” in Mgt Ed

• Theory into practice.

• Theory of practice.

Not antagonist but complementary.



Theory into practice

• Prescriptive

– Theory is used a a guide for what to do.

– Focus is on the relevance of theory to the practice(s) 
of management.

– Attempt to emphasize the responsibility of students 
to their community.

– Impact of the practice on community is measured.



Theory of practice

• Normative

– Tells students what they should do.

– Focus is on the rigor of theory to present a new 
version of “the world as it might be” (Suddaby
2014).

– Attempt to emphasize the reflexivity of students in 
what is written & said.

– Students critique theories whether it is possible to 
achieve new outcomes. 



How can this be done?

• Theory into practice

– Indirect learning

– Insert/Embed students into their communities.

– Use theory as a way to impact communities.

– Reflect about relevance of theory to situation.

– Process of: theory-application-evaluation.



How can this be done?

• Theory of practice

– Direct learning

– Challenge students with theory.

– Use theory to highlight “conditions of possibility”.

– Critique rigor of theory (i.e., starting assumptions).

– Process of: theory-critique-reflection.



Concluding Thoughts

• Presented with UG students in mind.

– Based on personal experience.

– Is this relevant to MBA students?

• Not sure if these ideas fit all classes/students.

– Senior level UG students.

– Would this work in finance, marketing, 
introductory management.



Merci!


